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Abstract

Since the introduction of Electronic Machine-Readable Travel Documents
(eMRTDs) the gap in security between eMRTDs and Machine-Readable
Travel Documents (MRTDs) has been a cause for concern. In 2016, the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) released the report "Visi-
ble Digital Seals for Non-Electronic Documents" containing a standard that
combines the extension of existing principles and infrastructure in the travel
document ecosystem with barcode symbols to offer a remedy to increase se-
curity in MRTDs. This thesis explores design possibilities for the use-case of
a new type of short-term travel documents, Single Journey Passports, with
the application of Visible Digital Seals to verify that its application achieves
higher security assurance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In 2017 there were over 1.3 billion arrivals as a result of international tourism
according to World Tourism Organization [1]. The countries hosting these
foreign travelers do for a wide variety of reasons have an interest in knowing
who the passengers are and the purpose and duration of their stay. This is
usually handled by ensuring that the person has the required travel docu-
ments upon entry to the country. Travel documents are typically issued to a
person by a country where they hold citizenship. They are a means for doc-
umenting identity and nationality through the information it contains about
the person such as name, nationality, date of birth and sex to accommodate
for international travel.

Accommodating for international travel is a complex issue that demands
complex solutions. International travel and travel documents are to a high
degree standardized and are regulated through international organizations
(e.g. United Nations and the European Union) and bilateral agreements.
The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is a specialized ad-
ministrative and governing organization under the United Nations (UN).
One of the organization’s mandates is to work with its 192 member states to
establish standards and practices in civil aviation and international travel.

Traditionally, passports have relied on sophisticated physical security features
to achieve a high level of credibility. Examples of physical security features
are watermarks, specialized ink, tiny printed symbols, etc. Physical security
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

features are however symmetric in that the initial cost of developing them is
the same for both the issuer and a forger. Typically this is solved by putting
significant resources into the security features thus raising the threshold,
making it inexpedient to forge a passport.

Through advances in modern technology with both cryptography and elec-
tronic components, modern passports now contain an electronic chip with
strong capabilities in both storage, processing and cryptographic algorithms.
Cryptography offers the capability to break the symmetry, making forgery
significantly more expensive than issuance, to the point that it is mathemat-
ically infeasible to achieve. New passports also have the capabilities to store
digital photos of the document holder and biometrics, such as fingerprints, in
addition to the information printed regarding the document holder. This is a
shift from physical to digital document features that allow the security to be
tightly coupled to the information, rather than the medium it is presented
on.

For short-term travel documents such as emergency travel documents, achiev-
ing the same level of security as with long-term travel documents, i.e. pass-
ports, is deemed economically infeasible. To address this issue ICAO has
created a technical report entitled Visible Digital Seals for Non-Electronic
Documents [2], describing the application of information encoded in bar-
codes combined with the use of cryptography to enhance the security of doc-
uments without electronic capabilities. This may serve as a substitute for
applications where modern passports would have been fitting from a techni-
cal perspective, but are too expensive to issue. In its report, ICAO names
digital seals as a solution applicable for both visas and emergency travel doc-
uments. It is, however, applicable for a much broader range of applications.
Germany implemented digital seals for their Arrival Attestation Documents
(see Figure 1.1) amid the refugee crisis in 2015 [3] and will start using them
on German-issued Schengen visas.

A surfacing problem in Norway is the yearly increase of emergency travel
documents issued. Emergency travel documents (ETDs) are intended for
use in emergencies. A typical scenario would be when a Norwegian national
abroad has lost their passport and needs a new one to return to Norway.
The majority of ETDs are however issued in Norway - before international
departure. The problem with issuing such a high number of ETDs is that
it threatens the credibility of Norwegian passports due to its lack of modern
security features. Single Journey Passports are being suggested as a viable
alternative where the issuance of Emergency Travel Documents is not needed,
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Figure 1.1: German Arrival Attestation Document [3]

with their intended use case being, as the name implies, valid for a single
(round-trip) journey.

The goal of this thesis is to explore whether Single Journey Passports with
Visible Digital Seals are an adequate substitution for Emergency Travel Doc-
uments where they are issued due to lack of suitable alternatives.

This thesis is divided into a total of five chapters. A brief description of the
remaining chapters follow. Chapter 2 Background presents the background
material necessary to understand the scope and theory of the thesis. Chapter
3 Design Possibilities defines design possibilities for the application of Digital
Seal for Single Journey Passports. Chapter 4 Evaulation contains an evalu-
ation of the identified design possibilities. Chapter 5 Conclusion concludes
the thesis.

1.2 Research Questions

The following research questions are posed for this project:

RQ1. What are the design options for Single Journey Passports based on
biometrics and cryptographic security controls?

RQ2. What are recommended design features for the design options identified
under RQ1?
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1.3 Research Method

The research method for this project consisted of the following:

1. Study relevant ICAO documentation

The ICAO Doc series 9303 of 12 parts contains a substantial amount of
information concerning the entire travel document ecosystem. Through
reading the relevant ICAO documentation, it was possible to define a
scope for the thesis and identify requirements, restrictions, and limita-
tions tied to the design of travel documents. Furthermore, the standard
for Visible Digital Seals interleaves with existing ICAO systems and in-
frastructure and is central in answering the research questions. From
this standard, additional requirements and restrictions were identified.
Finally, a reading of the technical standards on barcode symbologies
was performed to identify the technical limitations of Visible Digital
Seals.

2. Suggest solutions options and document feature designs

After studying relevant ICAO documentation, it was possible to iden-
tify design options and specific document features in Single Journey
Passports. In the process of designing document features, the primary
goals were adequate security assurances and compliance with standards
and technical limitations.

3. Evaluate document feature designs

Finally, an evaluation of the suggested design possibilities was per-
formed. The evaluation was necessary for determining the overall secu-
rity of Single Journey Passports. Additionally, the evaluation included
considerations at a higher level than the technical details of individual
design of document features, such as infrastructure, issuance process
and inspection process.



Chapter 2

Background

The background chapter is dedicated to providing the reader with the in-
formation and context necessary to get an understanding of the challenges
and technologies to be discussed in this thesis. Much of this information
pertains to travel documents and is found within the ecosystem of standards
provided by ICAO. The introduction following this paragraph sets the stage
for the circumstances surrounding travel documents in which improvements
are called for. It is followed by an introduction to ICAO, the concept of travel
documents and the standards, infrastructure, and processes supporting them.
Further background material on the recent standard on "Visible Digital Seals
for non-electronic documents" [2] is introduced. The chapter ends with the
introduction of technology that is central to Digital Seals, namely barcode
symbologies.

For receiving or renewing a passport under normal circumstances, a Nor-
wegian citizen books an appointment at a passport office, shows up for the
appointment with an existing passport or other valid proof of identity and
citizenship, has their photo and height measurements taken, leaves and re-
ceives a new passport in the mail after about 10 working days. During this
waiting period, an eMRTD (Electronic Machine-Readable Travel Document)
is personalized and digitally signed by the passport authority before being
mailed to the recipient. Deviations from these normal circumstances are
what increases the complexity and impose further demands for the under-
lying system. Two of the most common deviations from a normal passport
issuance are either time constraints or location constraints. A family may
have booked airplane tickets for international travel only to discover at the
airport that a family member’s passport has expired and given the circum-
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6 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

stances do not have time for a normal passport renewal. Another person
may have had their belongings, including their passport, stolen from them
abroad, thus creating the catch-22 of not being able to leave the country
without a valid passport but having to leave the country to able to go to
an appointment for the passport office in Norway. The passport authority
in Norway has an interest in solving these problems without threatening the
credibility of Norwegian passports.

Both of these scenarios above are likely to result in an Emergency Travel
Document (ETD) being issued to the person, at a passport office located at
the airport or an embassy or consulate abroad. However, the first scenario
is arguably not an actual emergency while the second scenario is. ETDs
in their current state do not have the same level of security as eMRTDs.
When ETDs are presented for inspection to an inspection officer in a foreign
country, they are not able to verify the integrity nor the authenticity of the
information in the travel document other than by visual inspection based on
cues in physical security features present in the travel document. Large scale
use of ETDs thus threatens the credibility of Norwegian travel documents.
Allowing for the conclusion that a digital seal would have been a tremendous
improvement for the credibility of the travel document in this scenario.

2.1 Travel Documents

Most countries in the world adhere to travel document standards set by
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). The current standard
defines Machine-Readable Travel Documents (MRTD), described in a docu-
ment series of 12 parts, popularly referred to as Doc 9303 [4]. The adoption of
standards by participating countries allows for effective interoperability be-
tween countries across both cultural and technical barriers such as languages,
technical design, and implementation.

Central to the standards in the document series are the travel document
formats. Doc 9303 describes three types of documents. TD1 [5] and TD2
[6] both describe a card format for Machine-Readable Official Travel Docu-
ments. TD3 [7] describes a travel document in a booklet-size format that is
most commonly known as the standard used for Machine-Readable Passports
(MRPs).
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2.1.1 Machine-Readable Travel Documents (MRTD)

Travel documents issued since April 1st, 2010 comply with ICAO’s specifica-
tion on MRTDs [8]. The information about the document holder appears in
the travel document on what is called a Data Page. TD1 and TD2 are card
formats and subsequently, only have 2 faces (the front and the back). TD3,
which is also known as Machine-Readable Passport is a booklet and contains
multiple pages where the Data Pages appear in the front of the booklet.
The remaining pages are typically used for VISAs and other information and
approval of entry. Figure 2.1 shows an example of the front data page in
a personalized MRTD. The top and majority part of the document is the
Visual Inspection Zone (VIZ) and contains all the standardized information
pertaining the document holder, including the identification feature, which
is a picture portrait of the document holder. VIZ is the part of the primary
data page the inspection officer will manually inspect, control and assess.
The bottom of the primary data page contains the Machine-Readable Zone
(MRZ), a zone created and optimized for being automatically processed by
equipment using OCR (Optical Character Recognition) technology, and is
what is referenced to in the name "Machine-Readable Travel Documents".
Figure 2.2 shows the regions where the data elements of the VIZ are restricted
to in the front data page of an MRP with Figure 2.3 showing a typical layout
of an MRP.

The Machine-Readable Zone (MRZ) is standardized as a part of Doc 9303
and described in [9]. The purpose of including an MRZ in a travel document
is to allow each country to design and streamline the control process, so that
it may easily be integrated with other systems, such as arrival registration
or correspondence to, or validation of VISAs without impacting control effi-
ciency too much. There are three variants of the MRZ format, corresponding
to the document types TD1, TD2, and TD3. The specific formats for each
type is described in [5], [6] and [7] respectively. Each of these variants con-
tains a different subset of the features contained in VIZ. In other words, the
Machine-Readable Zone does contain some, but not all of the features in the
Visual Inspection Zone.

The standard for MRZ of TD3-sized travel documents, Machine-Readable
Passports, [7] states that the following data elements from the VIZ shall be
present in the MRZ: Document code, Issuing State or organization, Pass-
port Number, Name, Primary Identifier, Secondary Identifier, Nationality,
Date of birth, Sex and Date of expiry. Some elements that are present in
the VIZ are omitted from the MRZ but are implicit, for example, the VIZ
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Figure 2.1: Machine-Readable Travel Document (MRTD) [8]

contains Issuing State or organization in full, while the MRZ contains it in
country code representation. Some data elements that are either mandatory
or optional in the VIZ are however not represented in the MRZ. These are
Personal number, Place of birth, Optional data elements (as decided by the
issuing state e.g. occupation, fingerprints), Date of issue, Authority or is-
suing organization, Holder’s signature or usual mark, Identification feature
(portrait picture). Note that non-Latin texts, such as names, are transliter-
ated to Latin representation in the MRZ. Additionally, names are truncated
depending on the MRZ format. For MRPs names are truncated to a max-
imum of 39 characters. Each of the two lines in the TD3 MRZ is fixed at
44 characters and is padded with a filler character (<) if there is no data.
Figure 2.4 shows a breakdown of the individual parts of the TD3-type MRZ.

2.1.2 Electronic Machine-Readable Travel Documents
(eMRTD)

Electronic Machine-Readable Travel Documents (eMRTD) are an extension
to MRTDs that employ the use of an integrated, contactless computer chip
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Figure 2.2: Zones in the MRP Front Data Page [7]

into the travel document. Travel documents with eMRTD support are marked
with ICAO’s Chip-Inside symbol as seen in Figure 2.5.

Compared to traditional MRTDs which only include the MRZ as a part of its
machine-readability, eMRTDs are read using Radio-frequency identification
(RFID) technology. RFIDs, as the name implies, uses radio waves for com-
munication and is faster to both read and process than OCR print. The inte-
grated chip offers significantly greater storage space compared to the MRZ,
with the standard requiring a minimum of 32 kB. The increased size in the
storage medium allows issuing passport authorities to include more informa-
tion about the document holder compared to the MRZ, such as the portrait
picture in digital format, granting better resolution and quality compared to
the printed version in the VIZ. This provides the inspecting passport author-
ity better source material to assess the details of the portrait picture when
compared with the person providing the document. The greatest improve-
ment in eMRTDs over MRTDs is however that it enables the application of
cryptography, allowing countries to "sign off" on the information an eMRTD
contains, giving other countries the ability to verify both the integrity and
authenticity of the information it contains. This is primarily a measure that
practically eliminates the traditional practices of travel document forgeries
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Figure 2.3: Typical layout of the MRP Front Data Page [7]

as it is considered computationally infeasible to generate proofs (signatures)
that would be false-positives. Another important aspect with the use of en-
cryption is that it also allows the country to protect sensitive information
about the document holder, e.g. biometrics such as fingerprints, enabling
access control, only giving countries or entities with authorized access the
ability to decipher the contents. To illustrate the improvement of MRTDs
with eMRTD with regards to storage space see Figure 2.6 for an overview
of data groups an eMRTD can hold compared to MRTDs that only include
MRZ (DG1 in the figure).

2.1.3 Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI)

The introduction of the use of cryptography in eMRTDs requires some ad-
ditional infrastructure to be put in place for compliant members of ICAO to
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Figure 2.4: Parts of TD3-sized MRZ [7]

Figure 2.5: ICAO’s Chip Inside Symbol [10]

be able to validate and verify the digital signatures of other countries’ doc-
uments. This section will introduce the components used to achieve digital
security and how the components are used to build a Public-Key Infrastruc-
ture.

In modern cryptography, there are several useful concepts to protect informa-
tion against tampering, prevent forgeries, and confirm claims of authenticity.
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Figure 2.6: eMRTD Chip Data Groups [11]

These concepts are central to the security of modern travel documents, both
in the travel documents and in the infrastructure supporting them. While
the purpose of this section is not to delve into the specifics of cryptography,
it will explain some of its applications and how it is utilized in the context
of travel documents.

There are two key principles to establishing trust in information: integrity
and authenticity. In a communication scenario, a message has integrity if the
message sent by the sender is the same message that reaches the recipient.
Errors may occur during transmission, causing the data to be corrupted or
an adversary may have tampered with the information. Either way, using
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cryptography one can verify the integrity of a message by generating a digest
of the message using a hashing algorithm on both the recipient’ and the
sender’s end. If both digests match it proves that the contents of the message
have not changed, thus the message has integrity.

In modern cryptography, one may differ between symmetric and asymmetric
encryption. The process of encrypting a file for safekeeping using a password
and using the same password for decryption is something familiar to most
computer users. Encryption and decryption are possible using the same, sym-
metric key, in the example above the key derived from the password. With
asymmetric encryption there are two keys instead of one, a key pair consist-
ing of a private and a public key. This is often referred to as Public-Key
Cryptography. Using public-key cryptography a message may be encrypted
using the public key, while it is only possible to decrypt the message using
the corresponding private key. This principle is what gives asymmetric cryp-
tography one of its most important properties, as it can be used as a strong
method of proving authenticity. Assuming that the identity of the private
key holder is known, using a public key one may verify that data has been
encrypted or signed using the corresponding private key in the key pair. Fig-
ure 2.7a shows the process of signing a message. The signature generated by
the process may be verified by any party that possesses the signer’s public
key in the process demonstrated in Figure 2.7b. In this process, the integrity
of the message is implicitly verified as the digest of the message, and not the
message itself is being signed. When we speak of securing information us-
ing cryptography, it means that the information is included in the generated
proof of integrity and proof of authenticity.

These are the basic components that enable Public-Key Infrastructures. A
Public-Key Infrastructure is made up of a hierarchy of certificates signed
by a private key and used to prove "ownership" of a public key, thus the
certificates may be utilized for authentication. Additionally, the use of signed
certificates creates the possibility of expressing authorization policies as they
may include different roles and privileges. Any claim that an entity has a
privilege can be verified by validating the certificate against the signature.

As a part of Doc 9303, ICAO introduced a Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI)
to facilitate the issuance and verification of cryptographic signatures in eM-
RTDs. [12] describes the PKI for MRTDs. Figure 2.8 shows the hierarchy of
entity roles central to issuing and verifying documents. Each country partici-
pating in the PKI has a single Certificate Authority, named Country Signing
Certificate Authority (CSCA). eMRTDs are signed by Document Signers
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(a) Generating message signature

(b) Verifying integrity and authenticity of a signed message

Figure 2.7: The process of signing and verifying a message

(DS), which are entities that hold private keys issued by the CSCA. Inspec-
tion Systems (IS) are entities that, using public-key certificates, are able
to authenticate data provided by an eMRTD. Inspection Systems achieve
this by verifying digital signatures and thereby validating authenticity and
integrity. There exists a Certificate Revocation List (CRL), issued by the
CSCA, that exists to be able to revoke certificates before their initial lifetime
expiry. ICAO maintains a Public-Key Directory (PKD) where all member
states can publish and exchange their certificates. The PKD enables all mem-
ber states to verify signatures issued by other member states as it has access
to the issuing states’ certificate chain.

With regards to security, all countries that partake in the ICAO PKI have
a great incentive to maintain a high level of security surrounding issued
certificates. Due to the digital nature of certificates, a well-executed attack
to steal the private key could be hard to notice if no traces of entry are left
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Figure 2.8: Hierarchy of cryptographic entity roles in the ICAO PKD

behind, as the original certificate would not have been tampered with, and
just duplicated. The impact of such an attack would be tremendous as valid
but fake passports could be issued by the attacker without the authorities
being able to detect it. If identified, however, potentially all valid eMRTDs
would have to be revoked and invalidated. The consequence would be very
serious for the credibility of the country’s passports, with a possible threat
of sanctions in addition to the financial expenses and logistical challenges
of having to replace all the passports currently in circulation. The primary
concern of any system interacting with the PKI should security, and any
systems and processes have to be designed with this in mind.

2.1.4 Emergency Travel Documents (ETD)

To address the gap in security between eMRTDs and travel documents that
lack tamper-proof chips capable of generating digital signatures, such as
short-term travel documents, ICAO in 2016 first released (amended since)
the technical report "Visible Digital Seals for Non-Electronic Documents"
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[2], suggesting a standard for the use of digital seals in both ETDs and
VISAs. In the report, they suggest extending the existing PKI to also en-
compass the issuance and verification of digital seals. In principle Digital
Seals are symbols printed on the travel document, containing verifiable digi-
tal signatures for the personalized information the travel document. Section
2.2 contains an in-depth background material on Digital Seals.

Short-term travel documents such as ETDs and VISAs have until the intro-
duction of Digital Seals only relied on physical security features, and since
eMRTDs were implemented there has been a gap in the security between
long-term and short-term travel documents. To be able to see this in con-
text, it is important to look at the vulnerabilities addressed by the different
security features, especially physical security features. The manufacturing of
travel documents such as passports and visa labels is done en masse to reduce
the cost of both production and personalization. When a person applies for
a passport, the issuing passport authority will personalize a blank document
and issue it to the person. These blank documents are quite valuable for
adversaries. As there is no further security added in the personalization pro-
cess, anyone able to get their hands on a blank document can use off-the-shelf
printer equipment to forge seemingly real passports. A decent forger could
even be able to remove the personalization from an existing document, cre-
ating a template for the production of further forgeries. This is arguably the
most important reason for introducing digital seals on non-electronic travel
documents during the personalization process.

2.1.5 Single Journey Passports

While there is a need to retain Emergency Travel Documents for emergen-
cies, there is also a need for addressing its security weaknesses. As was
asserted in the introduction to this chapter, some situations where ETDs are
issued today are not considered to be actual emergencies by the Norwegian
passport authority. Introducing an additional short-term travel document
with a higher level of security may be an effective measure to address the
excess issuance of ETDs for situations where ETDs are not considered appli-
cable. The Norwegian passport authority wants to explore whether a travel
document only valid for a single journey is a suitable solution. This travel
document is in this thesis referred to as Single Journey Passports (SJP).

Single Journey Passports should like ETDs be issued on the spot. The princi-
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pal difference is that it includes a Digital Seal to address the security concerns
that ETDs are subject to. SJPs are intended to be Machine-Readable Pass-
ports (MRP) and will adhere to the TD3 size format. Instead of printing
directly to the pages of the booklet, sticker labels are used as the data pages.
These stickers are first personalized and printed and are subsequently at-
tached to the first pages of the booklet. The structure and contents of the
first-page label are largely regulated by the TD3 standard [9] and leave little
room for customization. The secondary data page is however largely avail-
able for customization, allowing for designs of the intended use-case of the
document, such as the addition of new document features.

In addition to being compliant to ICAO travel document standards, the
purpose of the Single Journey Passport is, as the name implies, to serve for
a single, round trip journey. To make this clear, ideally, some information
regarding the travel route is printed onto the sticker. This raises the issue of
design and within this scope, there are underlying subjects to consider, such
as standardization and defining Digital Seals for the travel document.

2.2 Digital Seals

In this section, Digital Seals will be introduced. Digital Seals are standard-
ized and described in ICAO’s report "Visible Digital Seal for non-electronic
documents" [2], which will further be referred to as ICAO-VDS or the Digital
Seal standard. Already the name is a clue as to what purpose it serves. His-
torically a document could be sealed to prevent tampering of its contents. If
the document reached the recipient with the seal intact the document would
be considered to have integrity. Additionally, the seal symbol could serve
as an identifier and subsequently the document could be considered to be
authenticated. Using a combination of digital technologies, this is what the
standard achieves for digital information, albeit with stronger methods of
sealing and verification using asymmetric cryptography.

While "non-electronic documents" may not be very intuitive description, in
the context of travel documents we know that eMRTDs contain an integrated
computer chip with good storage and security capabilities making them vir-
tually impossible to forge and are beyond comparison of typical physical,
printed documents. In the report the mitigations provided by Visible Digital
Seals for problems with physical documents are described, exemplified with
VISAs [2]:
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Asymmetry. Due to using asymmetric cryptography, the cost
of attacking a digital seal is considerably higher than the
cost of issuing a visa document protected with a digital seal.
Thus even though the cost of issuing a document is very low,
it is extremely costly to fake or forge it.

Personalization. Each digital seal verifies the information printed
on the physical document, and is thus tied to the document
holder. There is no direct equivalent of a blank document,
and thus no blanks can be lost or stolen.

Easy verification. Even untrained personnel is able to verify
a document protected with a digital seal by using low cost
equipment, such as an application on a smartphone. More-
over, due to the binary nature of a digital signature, dis-
tinguishing between authentic documents and forged ones is
easy.

A Visible Digital Seal is in principle constructed by duplicating information
from the physical document to a digital data structure. The digital data
is in turn signed using cryptography in the same manner as described in
Section 2.1.3 on Public-Key Infrastructure. The digital data and the resulting
signature is encoded to a barcode symbol and printed on the document.

As shown in Figure 2.9, the data structure of a Digital Seal consists of three
parts: a header, a message zone, and a signature. The header contains
metadata about the digital seal such as issuing country, but also data that
is used for further interpretation of the message and signature zones. The
message zone contains selected digitized document features corresponding to
document features in the (physical) document. The signature zone is what
makes the "seal", it contains a digital signature of the data contained in
header and message zones, which is what provides proofs of integrity and
authenticity for the Digital Seal.

The Digital Seal standard allows for use of different Document Profiles. When
the header of the Digital Seal is read, the document profile that corresponds
to the message zone is determined by the combination of Document Feature
Definition Reference (FeatRef.) and Document Type Category (Doc. Type)
fields in the header. A Document Profile is a specific set of rules for the
data structure of the message zone of a Digital Seal. The profile describes
document features formatted in a sequence of TLV (Tag, Length, and Value)
data structures. A record in the message zone represents a document feature.
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Figure 2.9: Digital Seal Data Structure [2]

Each document feature is identified by their tag value and the semantics of
the feature is determined by the document profile.

While ICAO provides normative examples of profiles for both ETDs and
VISAs in [2], additional document profiles and sets of document features
may be defined, e.g. by member states. With regards to document features,
the standard only dictates that all document profiles must include the MRZ.
Furthermore, the document features may be defined as mandatory or op-
tional in the document profile. Defining additional document features for
a document profile is at the discretion of the entity defining the document
profile. The ability to define document profile is useful for purposes both
inside and outside the sphere of travel documents, as was demonstrated with
the German Arrival Attestation Documents [3].

2.2.1 Personalization & Issuance

In the personalization of travel documents, the process of generating digital
signatures to be used in digital seals has to be predominantly designed for the
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security of the PKI to ultimately prevent fake passports being issued with
valid signatures, which make them indistinguishable from genuine passports.
Figure 2.10 shows an example of the utilization of the existing ICAO PKI
to allow generation and verification of travel documents with Digital Seals.
In the figure, the Document Personalization and Document Data Signer are
two separate components despite both being part of a single personalization
process because the Document Data Signer is the critical component with
regards to security. Note that the Document Data Signer holds the private
key corresponding to the public key the VDS-Certificate, while Document
Validation systems retrieve and use the corresponding public-key of the VDS-
Certificate.

Figure 2.10: Digital Seal generation and verification using existing PKI [2]

The two approaches to designing the personalization system are either (1)
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centralizing the signing system, and have documents and seals signed through
authorized communication or (2) decentralizing the signing system, storing
a private key at premise directly integrated with the personalization system.
ICAO-VDS [2] suggests separating the signing system from the personaliza-
tion system, with the emphasis on the notion that the signing key is the
critical component of the process.

In centralizing the signing system, the process of personalizing a travel doc-
ument is split into two communicating components, a local and a remote.
The personalizing component is local to the issuing entity. The necessary
information about the document holder is entered locally, validated and for-
matted before being sent to the centralized (remote) signing component. The
signing component, in turn, produces a Digital Seal using its private key and
subsequently returns it to the personalizing system where it may be printed
on a data page and attached to the travel document.

With a decentralized personalization system, one may still separate the duties
of the personalization and signing systems as the signing system remains the
critical component. The private key will have to be stored securely with
appropriate measures taken such as limited physical access, proper hardware
equipment, etc. The process of personalizing and signing is similar to the
centralized solution while no external communication occurs.

The centralized solution offers several benefits. For one, adamantly securing
cryptographic keys in a centralized location is easier to achieve and cheaper
than with decentralization. Another argument is that it is easier to track all
passports being issued, as all issue processes include a request to the central-
ized signing system. A passport issued decentralized may not be registered
anywhere except at the location it was issued in before appearing in a control
situation. The obvious drawback of the centralized solution is that it requires
a reliable and secure communication link with the home country.

Figure 2.11 demonstrates the personalization of a document with a separation
of duties where the personalization happens e.g. at an embassy abroad, while
the document signing happens centrally in the home country.

In this approach, as has been asserted, a prerequisite is that the embassy
has established a reliable and secure communication link to the centralized
signing system. This is something that typically is relatively easy to achieve
using existing communication infrastructure.
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Figure 2.11: Centralized Signing in Document Personalization[2]

2.2.2 Inspection

During an inspection, there are two important elements to establish trust in a
travel document. It must be confirmed that the document holder (the person
presenting the document for inspection) is the same person as the document
is personalized for and issued to. Typically this is achieved through verifying
that the physical characterizations of the person match the portrait picture
in the identification feature. With eMRTDs other biometrics may be used for
this verification. Secondly, the integrity and authenticity of the information
in the document must be verified. For eMRTDs and documents with Digital
Seals, this is achieved using cryptography.

Some inspection checkpoints (locations where inspection of travel documents
occur) have Automated Inspection Systems and typically use cameras with
facial recognition software to verify that the person matches the document
along with scanners that validate the document. Automatic inspections do
typically not lead to human interaction with an inspection officer for the doc-
ument holder unless the system fails to validate biometrics or the document.

During a manual inspection, the inspection officer can personally assess
whether the physical characteristics of the document holder matches the por-
trait picture, interact with an Inspection System for reading and verifying
the digital elements of the document and assess the physical safety features
of the document. Furthermore, the inspection officer may ask the document
holder questions to verify the information in the document. For special-
ized travel documents, e.g. short-term documents such as ETDs and SJPs,
manual inspection is likely to be more typical than automatic inspection.
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2.2.3 Document Layout

In securing Single Journey Passports with Digital Seals the document layout
is important. In MRPs, each page is normally engraved with the passport
number throughout the booklet. Because the use-case of Single Journey
defines that the data pages are to be printed on label stickers instead of onto
the pages of the booklet themselves during personalization, the stickers are
not directly tied to the booklet they are supposed to be attached to. The
Digital Seal that is printed to the label sticker does, however, contain the
MRZ, which in turn contains the passport number as a mandatory document
feature. During an inspection, it must, therefore, be verified that the passport
number of the booklet matches the passport number contained in the MRZ,
as a mismatch could indicate an adversarial action.

2.3 Digital Images

As MRTDs must include an identification feature, otherwise known as the
portrait picture, a brief introduction in the representation of images digitally
is warranted as the Digital Seal requires digital representation.

In a raw format (raw data without optimization), digital images are made
up of rows and columns of pixels. A pixel is a small "dot" of a single color.
Each color is created in a combination of three color channels: red, green
and blue, popularly abbreviated to RGB. Some digital images may also have
transparency, in which case an alpha channel is added to the pixel (RGBA).
Each channel, colors, and alpha is represented by a byte value in the range
of 0-255. The size of the row is determined by the width of the image and
the size of the column is determined by the height. The amount of pixels
is simply a formula of Width × Height = Pixels and we may calculate the
byte size of an image using the formula Channels × Pixels = Size. As an
example, an image of 150 × 200 resolution without transparency equals to
3× (150×200) = 90000 bytes (90 kB). Even a small image gets quite sizable.

There are many digital image formats and codecs that address the size issue.
The methods are typically either lossless or lossy. Lossless codecs, as the
name implies, does not lose any information. A typical lossless measure may
be to compress images by grouping redundant data such as repeating color
values. Lossy codecs do remove information from an original image to reduce
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the size. An example of a lossy measure is to reduce the color complexity of
an image by grouping colors that are within a threshold of each other to a
single color. Sometimes this reduction is barely recognizable by the human
eye.

2.4 Barcode Symbologies

One of the main components of a Digital Seal is the symbol that is printed
onto the document, containing the digital data of the Digital Seal. To be
able to convert that data to and from a symbol a symbology is needed.

A barcode symbology describes an encoding for representing information as
a barcode symbol. A barcode symbol is a visual symbol that is suitable
for being printed and later being read by a scanning device. Its use is ar-
bitrary and versatile, likely explaining its popularity spanning a variety of
sectors. Examples of its use are symbols printed on commodity items in a
grocery store and serial numbers identifying manufacturing equipment parts.
Its efficiency and reliability with the use of scanning equipment likely also
contribute to its popularity. There are several barcode standards with dif-
ferent properties, where their applicability is ranked by the use case. Figure
2.12 shows example symbols from different barcode symbologies.

(a) UPC-A [13] (b) DataMatrix [14] (c) QR Code [15] (d) Aztec [16]

Figure 2.12: Examples of barcodes

Barcodes are composed of modules. A module is a small section (square
or circular) that is either black or white, though some barcodes apply the
use color to encode more information. The position of the module within
the barcode determines its type (as demonstrated with DataMatrix in Fig-
ure 2.13) such as data, padding, error correction, finder, and timing. The
finder and timing patterns help the decoder algorithm to locate and track
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the boundaries of the barcode. The amount of modules a barcode contains
is determined by its configuration based on a calculation on the amount of
data, error correction and data encoding (e.g. alphanumeric or binary). The
physical size of a barcode is user selectable and typically determined by the
ideal scanning distance for the desired use case. The modules are automat-
ically scaled according to the selected size. As an example, a barcode on
an item in a grocery store will have a small distance from the scanner at
the cash register while an advertisement on a moving bus will have a large
scanning distance. Small barcodes are prone to errors both in regards to
printing, degradation, and recognition, especially if it contains many mod-
ules. The reason for this is mostly technical limitations in the equipment
used. A standard printer may not be able to carry out a sufficient resolution
for small enough modules, the ink may bleed to cause corrupted modules, and
the barcode in its entirety is more vulnerable to degradation (e.g. smudge,
scratches and even obstruction). The same is true for scanners. A camera
on a smartphone might not have the resolution required to properly capture
all the modules of a small barcode and consequentially not be able to read
it. The aforementioned error correction modules will aid with the scanning
but is in and of itself not enough, hence adequate equipment must be used.

Figure 2.13: DataMatrix with modules colored by type [17]

Data (green), padding (yellow), error correction (red), finder and timing
(magenta) and unused (orange)

2.4.1 Barcode Symbology Comparison

The standard on Visible Digital Seals poses some requirements with regards
to selection of barcode symbology. First and foremost, the 2D barcode sym-
bology used for the seal must be published as an ISO standard. Incidentally,
all relevant candidates fit the criteria:
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DataMatrix Published as ISO/IEC 16022:2006 standard [18]. Widely used
in manufacturing.

QRCode Published as ISO/IEC 18004:2015 standard [19]. Widely used in
marketing and advertisement.

Aztec Published as ISO/IEC 24778:2008 standard [20]. Used in transport
for tickets, extensively used by airlines.

In order to make an informed choice on what symbology to use they must
all be examined for their strength and weaknesses. Because the choice of
barcode symbology is limited to those standardized there are defined metrics
and feature descriptions to aid in the process of comparison. Table 2.1 shows
a comparison between the three candidate barcode symbologies.

The term configuration is used to describe a predefined symbol in the sym-
bology. Note that in all symbologies the configurations are square except the
6 rectangular options provided by DataMatrix. Each configuration is differ-
ent in the number of modules per sidelength of the symbol. As explained
earlier, there are different module types that are required to create a working
system. We may distinguish between the modules that are required for an
implementation to work as by describing them as overhead on the one hand,
and the modules that are available to fill with data on the other. A barcode
symbology is a mapping between information and a symbol appropriate and
intended for visual representation. As with any encoding, it incurs addi-
tional information required to transform and decode the data. Examples of
this are the finder, alignment and timing patterns and version information.
Figure 2.14 showcases structure and module types in symbols of different
symbologies.

The overhead modules are typically fixed by the configuration. Modules
containing error correction codewords are an exception. Error correction is
one of the most important parameters to consider in a barcode symbology.
It is important for several reasons, e.g. correcting wrongful interpretation
from scanning equipment and damage or obstruction to the printed symbol,
any of which can otherwise render a symbol useless. All three symbologies
have support for error correction. With Aztec the user is allowed to specify
any percentage in the range of 5-95% of the codewords to be used for error
correction. In QRCode there are fixed error correction levels at Low (7%),
Medium (15%), Quartile (25%) and High (30%). DataMatrix does however
not have user-selectable error correction level but is rather fixed at a pre-
defined amount determined by the configuration. In the 10x10 DataMatrix
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DataMatrix QRCode Aztec
Configurations 24

6 rectangular
40
4 micro

32
4 compact

Minimum symbol
size

10x10
8x18 rectangular

21x21
11x11 micro

27x27
15x15 compact

Maximum symbol
size

144x144
16x48 rectangular

177x177
17x17 micro

151x151
27x27 compact

Data characters
for symbol of
maximum size

28.5% ECC
Numeric: 3116
Alphanumeric:
2336
Byte: 1555

25% ECC
Numeric: 3993
Alphanumeric:
2420
Byte: 1663

23.3% ECC
Numeric: 3832
Alphanumeric:
3067
Byte: 1914

Error correction Reed-Solomon
Fixed (by configu-
ration)
27.6%-62.5%

Reed-Solomon
User selectable
7%, 15%, 25%,
30%

Reed-Solomon
User selectable
5%-95%

Encoding schemes ASCII
C40
Text
X12
EDIFACT
Base 256

Numeric
Alphanumeric
Byte
Kanji

Upper
Lower
Mixed
Punctuation
Digit
Binary

Features
Mixed encoding 3 3 3
No quiet zone 7 7 3
Autodiscrimination 3 3 3
Reflectance reversal 3 3 3
Extended Channel
Interpretations

3 3 3

Structured append 3(max. 16) 3(max. 16) 3(max. 26)
Mirror imaging 7 3 3
Rectangular sym-
bols

3 7 7

Table 2.1: A comparison of barcode symbologies DataMatrix, QRCode and
Aztec

configuration 62.5% of the codewords are used for error correction and in the
132x132 configuration 27.6% are used, with all the other configurations span-
ning in the range between these two boundaries. The specification for Aztec
recommends selecting an error correction level above 23% + 3 codewords
and the specification for QRCode recommends selecting Quartile (25%) or
higher. The consensus seems to be that the minimum amount of error cor-
rection codewords should be around 25%. The codewords used for error
correction and the codewords used for data come from the same finite pool
of codewords. As a result, having more error correction codewords leads to
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(a) DataMatrix structure [21]

(b) QR Code structure [22]

(c) Aztec structure [23]

Figure 2.14: Illustration of symbol structure in barcode symbologies Data-
Matrix, QR Code and Aztec.

fewer data codewords. As the comparison shows, all symbologies support
several encoding schemes to reduce codeword usage, and it naturally follows
that encoding schemes should also be factored in when deciding on a sym-
bology. Data capacacity measured in byte encoding is however useful to gain
insight in what the capacity of each configuration is in the worst-case sce-
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nario, as byte encoding may encompass all other encodings. The graph in
Figure 2.15 shows the relation between modules/side and data capacity in
bytes at recommended error correction levels for the respective symbologies.

Figure 2.15: Symbol module size and byte capacity adjusted for error cor-
rection codewords

Ultimately one of the deciding factors in the choice of symbology is the result,
namely symbol print size. Notice that DataMatrix and QRCode requires a
quiet zone. For their decoder algorithms to locate the symbol, a "quiet zone"
surrounding the symbol is required. The quiet zone is a padding of the outer
area of the symbol without any noise, in a light color (unless reflectance
reversal is applied). When determining the physical size of a symbol it is im-
portant to consider the quiet zone. DataMatrix has minimum recommended
quiet zone equivalent to 1 module sidelength while the corresponding num-
ber for QRCode is 4 module sidelengths surrounding the symbol. To get an
impression of the final print size for the configurations of each symbology
minimum size is a good measure. The Digital Seal standard has require-
ments tied to print. The printed bar code must be printed so that reader
equipment is capable of reading them reliably. Reader equipment includes
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off-the-shelf equipment such as smartphones and scanners. Recommended
printed module size is at least 0.3386mm sidelength when using standard
inkjet printers. Respectively 4 and 8 dots per module sidelength for 300dpi
and 600dpi printers. Smaller sizes are acceptable with high-resolution print-
ers. Figure 2.16 shows the relation between byte capacity and minimum print
size for symbols (measured in millimeters per symbol sidelength), assuming
recommended error correction codewords and recommended quiet zone size.

Figure 2.16: Graph showing the relation between symbol sidelength includ-
ing recommended minimum size quiet zone and data capacity in bytes at
recommended error correction levels for the respective symbologies

An explanation of the terms listed under Features in Table 2.1 follows.

No quiet zone. The symbology does not require a quiet zone surrounding
the symbol in order for scanning implementations to be able to reliably
locate and read the symbol.

Autodiscrimination. Any compliant implementations are able to reliably
distinguish symbologies from each other, e.g. a DataMatrix decoder
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does not interpret a QRCode. In general it is however recommended
to chose a single symbology where the scanning surface may contain
multiple symbols.

Reflectance reversal. All three symbologies are able to reverse the re-
flectance of the symbol, e.g. black-on-white and white-on-black.

Extended Channel Interpretations. Extended Channel Interpretations
allows characters from other character sets such as Arabic and Cyrillic
and other data interpretations to be represented.

Structured append. The symbology allows combination of multiple sym-
bols to increase the data capacity, e.g. to store files. Symbols may be
scanned in any order to reconstruct the data.

Mirrored imaging. Support for mirrored imaging means that the decoder
algorithm successfully captures laterally transposed (i.e. mirrored)
modules.

Rectangular shape. While only DataMatrix supports ordinary rectangu-
lar symbols, all three symbologies support rectangular symbols (or any
shape for that matter) using structured append; combining multiple
symbols to one. For reference, the largest rectangular DataMatrix con-
figuration has a maximum data capacity of 47 bytes.

As Figure 2.16 shows, Aztec seems to be the overall favorable choice as it
provides more byte capacity compared to its rivals in equivalent print size in
almost all configurations. DataMatrix is able to provide similar data capacity
to Aztec in the lower symbol sizes (<20mm sidelength) but provides less
capacity as the symbol grows. Each symbology provides their own set of
encoding schemes that may further reduce data usage. Thus the choice of
symbology should be influenced by the effectiveness of the encoding scheme
concerning data usage based on the input data. Recommendations provided
by the respective standards in terms of error correction levels and quiet zone
areas should be followed to achieve ideal scanning conditions. Furthermore,
symbols of different print sizes should be tested in conditions typical for
their intended usecase to identify an ideal print size to achieve consistently
satisfactory scanning results with regards to success and recognition and
processing time.
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Chapter 3

Design Possibilities

This chapter is dedicated to identifying a variety of design possibilities suit-
able for Single Journey Passports within the boundaries and based on the
insight and knowledge gained from the Background chapter. Before moving
on, it is valuable to retain a wide perspective and reiterate the purpose of
developing a new type of travel document. First and foremost the creation
of Single Journey Passports is a remedy in increasing the level of security
for travel documents issued under abnormal circumstances, namely short-
term travel documents, as the issuance of low-security travel documents at
a large scale threatens the overall credibility of a nation’s travel documents
abroad. In essence, ETDs have a poor level of security that makes them vul-
nerable for exploitation, e.g. forgery. This poses as a threat for the overall
document standing, possibly leading to undesired suspicion of genuine travel
documents. Traditionally such circumstances lead to the issuance of Emer-
gency Travel Documents. Emergency Travel Documents are, however, not
inherently bad, as there are many circumstances where its issuance is called
for, such as the need for immediate evacuation from a foreign country during
a state of emergency. In such a case, the necessary equipment for issuance of
other travel document types might not be available. There are however cir-
cumstances where ETDs are issued which are not the type of emergency the
travel document was intended for. From this, it may be asserted that there
is a need to reduce the issuance of Emergency Travel Documents for circum-
stances that are not considered an emergency simultaneously and the means
to solve it is by providing an alternative high-security short-term travel docu-
ment. Thus channeling these users into a separate category, thereby securing
the integrity, and subsequently the credibility, of ETDs by decreasing the

33
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numbers of issued travel documents.

In the following sections, the information from the background chapter is
construed to provide an understanding of how a travel document is designed
and what considerations are important. At the highest level, there is the
desired level of security that one should strive to achieve, followed by tech-
nical limitations and restrictions posed by compliance with the standards,
and ultimately there are the practical obstructions of moving from theory to
implementation where resources are finite.

3.1 Design Assumptions

In this section some assumptions for the design of Single Journey Passport are
defined. An important consideration concerning design is that any nation is
free to design a travel document as they please, however, the travel document
will be prone to inspection abroad, thus the credibility and trust of the travel
document are important factors. Compliance with well-established interna-
tional standards, such as Doc 9303, are good means of achieving credibility
and trust in a travel document.

The Single Journey Passport should comply with the TD3 format for Machine
Readable Passports. The SJP booklet is premanufactured and each page in
the booklet is engraved with a serial number. The serial number acts as
the passport number when during the personalization process. The primary
and secondary data pages are premanufactured label stickers, intended to
be attached to the booklet during the personalization process. The primary
data page adheres to the TD3 format for the Visual Inspection Zone (VIZ)
and the Machine Readable Zone (MRZ) regions, consequentially leaving little
room for customization of the page surface area. The usage of the area on
the secondary data page is customizable and should contain a description of
the itinerary. The travel document must contain a Digital Seal.

Single Journey Passports should include a document feature of the descrip-
tion of the travel route, for which the travel document only is valid for. This
feature is referred to as the itinerary.
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3.2 Designing for Security

The primary purpose for the application of Digital Seals is to improve the
security in documents that have no electronic capabilities. In the context of
travel documents, this pertains to MRTDs without an integrated electronic
chip (as encompassed by the term eMRTD). When we talk about the means of
digital security in this context, it is achieved through Digital Seals by utilizing
cryptography to add a proof of authenticity and proof of integrity by utilizing
the underlying PKI that already exists for eMRTDs, as described in Section
2.1.3. The application of cryptography used in travel documents is universal
for digital information. In the context of securing travel documents, it is
important to acknowledge that they are first and foremost physical in nature.
The biggest implication of this is that data exists in two mediums, both
printed and digitally encoded. The printed information may deviate (e.g. as
a result of tampering) from the formats encoded information, but only the
latter may be verified using cryptography. During a manual inspection, it
is the job of the inspection officer to verify that there are no discrepancies
between the two formats. It is important to recognize and acknowledge
this challenge and its potential as an attack vector to design solutions that
accounts for it.

Further, Emergency Travel Documents are not entirely replaced by Single
Journey Passports as the availability of ETDs is still required under certain
circumstances. With regards to security, this poses as a problem. An ad-
versary that is aware of the differences in security between ETDs and SJPs
will be able to identify ETDs as the "weakest link" among travel documents.
Thus ETDs are still a potential attack vector. An example of an adversarial
action is to perform Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks against the infrastruc-
ture supporting the issuance of SJPs. If the adversary is able to force the
hand of the issuing passport authority to issue ETDs in place of SJPs, the
security improvements of SJPs over ETDs are to no avail. Passport author-
ities should define policies to address and eliminate this security concern.
A simple but effective measure is to not allow the issuance of ETDs as a
fallback in the event that the issuance of SJPs is unavailable.

3.2.1 Securing during Personalization

The application of Digital Seals adds security to the travel document during
the process of personalization which is one of the key reasons it is considered
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more secure than traditional short-term travel documents such as ETDs.
Physical travel documents are initially blank templates for customization,
produced en masse meaning that they are not individually unique, hence
two blank documents are indistinguishable from another. The process of is-
suing a travel document to a person starting with a blank document is called
personalization. During the personalization of MRTDs, the information re-
garding the document holder is printed onto the physical document with no
added security, as shown in Figure 3.1. With regards to the security of travel
documents that rely only on physical security features, this is problematic,
as there are no guarantees for integrity or authenticity in the personalized
information. Digital Seals addresses this gap in security during the personal-
ization process, similarly to what is achieved with eMRTDs. To understand
how security is added during personalization in documents with Digital Seals
it is valuable to reiterate how information in the Digital Seal relates to the
physical document.

Figure 3.1: Security added during the issuance process for traditional MRTDs

Each atomic piece of information about the document holder, such as name,
date of birth, portrait pictures, etc., is called a document feature. Physi-
cal document features are printed onto the document and are distinguished
from digital document features that are included in the data structure of
the digital seal. Any physical document feature that has a corresponding
digital feature may be signed to create cryptographic proofs of integrity and
authenticity. This means that there is security added in the personalization
of each document as there can not exist a valid Digital Seal without this in-
formation. With regards to best practices in security, all physical document
features should have a corresponding digital document feature to be fully
(in contrast to only partially) secure. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the added
security during personalization.
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Figure 3.2: Security added during the issuance process for digitally sealed
MRTDs

3.3 Design Goals and Limitations

The goal of this chapter is to identify design possibilities that achieve the
highest levels of security possible within the limitations and restrictions im-
posed by the standards to comply by. The major limitation on the design of
document features is the scarce data capacity as imposed by the utilization
of barcode symbols. As the security of a travel document is continent on the
information present in the Digital Seal, the primary task is to identify what
information is important for security in the context of travel documents, with
an emphasis on maintaining a high level of credibility. To achieve this, the
limitations and restrictions imposed by the ICAO standards, both on MRTDs
and Digital Seals have to be accounted for.

In ICAO-VDS [2] Document Profiles are defined to logically group document
features together based on document types, such as ETDs and VISAs. ICAO
provides normative examples of both ETDs and VISAs. While Emergency
Travel Documents and Single Journey Passports both are short-term travel
documents thus are similar in nature, SJPs serve a different use-case and have
additional document features. To have these document features secured with
the Digital Seal they must appear in the document profile and consequentially
a new document profile must be defined.

ICAO-VDS requires all document profiles to include an MRZ as a document
feature. The MRZ does, as explained in Section 2.1, include some, but not
all of the document features contained by the VIZ. With regards to security,
this is an important concern, as because the MRZ does not contain all of
the document features of the VIZ, only partial security is achievable. Any
remaining physical document features that are desirable to secure in the Dig-
ital Seal have to be added as separate, individual digital document features
in the document profile. The standard that dictates the data structure of
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document profiles allows this. In the document profile, each document fea-
ture is represented in a binary TLV-format - tag, length, and value. This
was demonstrated in the Message Zone in Figure 2.9. The standard defines
the size of a tag to 1 byte and the size of the length to 1-5 bytes. For tags,
one value is reserved for the MRZ and one value is reserved for the signature.
That leaves 254 remaining tag values available for use. This amount is more
than sufficient enough to include all the remaining document features in the
document profile. For length, the maximum value of 5 bytes is equivalent
to a value field of approximately 1.1 terabytes of virtual data. Thus we can
conclude that in theory, each TLV-pair can hold a significant amount of data,
magnitudes more than required for a full document profile. In practice, how-
ever, the actual amount of data able to be stored naturally depends on the
storage medium.

While the Digital Seal standard does not impose any strict data capacities
on the document profile, the barcode symbologies do. As seen in Table 2.1 in
Section 2.4.1, DataMatrix, QR and Aztec codes have a respective maximum
byte capacity of 1555, 1663 and 1914 bytes with recommended error correc-
tion levels. Multiple symbols may be utilized in Structure append-mode to
achieve higher capacities but are ultimately limited by the finite area in the
data pages of the travel document available for print. Refer to Figure 2.16
in Section 2.4.1 for a graph correlating minimum symbol print size and data
capacity for all candidate barcode symbologies. The amount of data capacity
as provided by barcode symbols is the primary limitation for the design of a
document profile. A direct consequence of this is that the inclusion of repre-
sentation of information has to be carefully considered against the problem
the travel document is meant to solve.

3.4 Overview of Document Features

To define a document profile for Single Journey Passports, a set of document
features must first be defined. This is required for several reasons. In the
previous section, data capacity was identified as the primary limitation for
Digital Seals. A Digital Seal may only contain a certain amount of data be-
fore exceeding the limits of what can be encoded in a barcode symbol. The
consequence of a data overflow is an impartial and possibly corrupted Digi-
tal Seal with no guarantees of integrity or authenticity in the information it
holds. The data capacity limitation implies that the amount of information
in a single document feature directly affects the availability of data capacity
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for other document features. To best utilize the overall data capacity, the
document features need to be encoded to represent information compactly
while retaining the quality of information. If the total amount of informa-
tion exceeds the available data capacity, the document features have to be
leveraged and prioritized against each other for inclusion in the digital seal.
By defining a structure of the document profile it is possible to calculate
the minimum, and more importantly, the maximum size of each document
feature. Once an overview is in place, the design of the document features
can be leveraged to best utilize the data capacity. Another reason to define
document features is for interoperability with the systems of other ICAO
member states. When encoded, Document Profiles are represented as bi-
nary structures. The document profile can not generically be read from the
source and be human-interpreted. It has to be interpreted by a reader that
is compliant with both Digital Seal format and the specific Document Profile
format. To let other ICAO members implement a reader for it, the document
profile must be predefined and made available.

3.4.1 Considerations for representation

To be able to calculate the maximum possible size of a document profile. Each
document feature must have a known upper boundary. This is problematic
for values that typically are variable. It is however not a problem unique to
the application of Digital Seals and has been addressed during the design of
the MRTD standard. To demonstrate this, the sex of the document holder
will normally appear as either M (male) or F (female), while e.g. names may
be arbitrarily long. The MRZ, however, contains, among other features, the
name of the document holder, yet the total length of the TD3 sized MRZ’
has a fixed length of 44 characters. This is because the standard for MRZ [9]
and TD3-sized MRZ [7] allows for the truncation of names. Such measures
are required to create a document profile with a known maximum size to
be able to design a reliable document that does not overflow and corrupt a
digital seal. Resorting to measures such as truncation or similar methods
comes with an underlying acknowledgment and acceptance of the loss of
information. When performing measures to reduce the information in terms
of data size, an important consideration is the connection between the loss
of information and the quality of information. By retaining the quality of
information despite the loss of information, the meaning of the information
is still to some degree present or is entirely reconstructable. An example of
such a measure, is to use standardized codes. By establishing a predefined
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set of rules, information may be referenced by a compact code, such as by
defining the two letters "NO" to only map to "Norway", no other country
may be interpreted using the same code. Quantifying quality of information
is however very hard as information is highly context-dependent.

For compliance with the Digital Seals standard, the inclusion of the MRZ is
required. Single Journey Passports are designed as an MRP (Machine Read-
able Passport), a TD3-sized travel document. Section 2.1.1 introduces the
elements from the VIZ that are represented in an MRP-type MRZ: Docu-
ment code, Issuing State or organization, Passport Number, Name, Primary
Identifier, Secondary Identifier, Nationality, Date of birth, Sex and Date of
expiry. As the passport number is stated to be included in the MRZ, it is
valuable to point why this feature, in particular, is crucial to include in the
document profile for Single Journey Passports. As both data pages (primary
and secondary) are printed as stickers, it is desirable for the overall security of
the travel document to tie the booklet and the stickers together. The book-
let is prefabricated with an engraved serial number throughout the booklet
that acts as the passport number. When personalizing the document, the
issuer will use this number, subsequently tying the pre-manufactured booklet
to the sticker in the personalization stage. The implication of this is that
even an otherwise valid Data Page sticker is invalid without a booklet with
corresponding passport number.

The remaining document features that appear as a part of VIZ but are not in-
cluded in MRZ are: Personal number, Place of birth, Date of issue, Authority
or issuing organization, Holder’s signature or usual mark, Identification fea-
ture (portrait picture) and Optional data elements (as decided by the issuing
state e.g. occupation, fingerprints). With regards to the physical document
features contained by the VIZ that are represented as text (alphanumeric),
corresponding digital document features do generally not pose a problem
with regards to data size. Most of these document features have relatively
short values, and their representation is relatively inexpensive with regards
to data size. For reference, with ASCII encoding each character in a string
of text is represented in 1 byte. Furthermore, standardized codes are gener-
ally utilized where possible, e.g. allowing all countries to be identified by a
three-lettered code instead of their full names, and ICAO-VDS recommends
packing dates into binary structures of 3 bytes.

There are however some document features that are considerably more chal-
lenging to represent as digital document features. In the context of the data
capacity provided by barcode symbols, images are particularly challenging
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document features to encode. As implied in Section 2.3, even small digital
images can easily become considerably sizable. The Identification feature
containing the portrait of the document holder is the only mandatory docu-
ment feature of the VIZ that is not represented as text. During an inspection,
it is a critical document feature, and potential designs for its digital repre-
sentation must be explored. Single Journey Passports are also specialized
travel documents intended to only be valid for a single and specific journey.
The travel document should only be valid for an itinerary, determined before
personalization. The itinerary requires a document feature definition.

To summarize, identifying document features is necessary primarily for two
reasons. The Document Profile has to be deterministic and thus predefined
to be automatically decoded. To verify that a Document Profile does not
exceed the data capacity constraints posed by the chosen barcode symbology,
the maximum size of a Document Profile must be calculated. Furthermore,
we have identified that the inclusion of MRZ only represents a subset of
the document features in VIZ and will in itself only provide partial security.
The remaining document features of the VIZ have been identified. Single
entry document features from the VIZ in textual representation are however
considered trivial with regards to size and do not need individual design
solutions. The portrait picture is an important document feature of a travel
document and digital representation is challenging within the boundaries
and limitations of Digital Seals. Potential designs for representing images
as digital document features must be identified. Finally, Single Journey
Passports are a new type of travel document that includes an itinerary for
which they are valid, thus both a physical and digital document feature must
be designed.

3.5 Digital Document Feature Design

In the previous section, both the Identification feature and the Itinerary were
identified as document features that needed further exploration of designs for
their digital document feature representation in the Digital Seal. The MRZ is
required to be present in any document profile, and the remaining document
features of the VIZ are considered trivial to digitize document features for
as the information they represent have well-defined primitives, e.g. text and
dates. In this section, design possibilities for the Identification feature and
the Itinerary are presented.
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3.5.1 Identification feature design

The portrait of the document holder is arguably one of the most critical doc-
ument features in the travel document during the inspection process. ICAO-
VDS [2] does not mention the portrait picture in the context of document
profiles for neither Emergency Travel Documents or VISAs. It is unknown
whether this is an indication that its omission is justified as the Digital Seal
is thought to retain high degree security regardless, or that the omission is
an acknowledgment of the hard-to-solve complications tied to its inclusion.
Consequently, the digital seal profile provided by ICAO only provides partial
proof of authenticity and integrity as the portrait (among other features) is
not included in the digital representation. Even without the portrait, the
digital seal does to some extent limit adversarial action, most importantly
because any travel document with a digital seal verifiably has been person-
alized and issued by a member of the ICAO PKI. However, a Digital Seal
does not stop the adversarial action of substituting the portrait image in an
existing document that already has been "sealed". The primary challenge
regarding the inclusion of the portrait picture in a Document Profile is the
binary size of the image constrained by the small and finite binary capacity
of the symbols offered by the different barcode symbologies. According to
[11], a typical facial image is in digital representation in the range of 15-20
kB. Even for a barcode symbol in the largest configuration, it is clear from
Figure 2.16 that the picture does not "fit" within a single symbol as it is
larger by a tenfold. Consequentially, drastic measures are required to repre-
sent the identification feature in a Digital Seal compared to other document
features that are represented alphanumerically.

Embedded Portrait Picture

The first design possibility, dubbed "Embedded Identification feature", is
a design choice of including the contents of the Identification feature im-
age as a normal document feature, similarly to the MRZ, by packing the
binary data from the image into the document feature. Size related issues
are however not directly addressed by this design choice, and more specific
design choices must be made related to size. For this choice, there are two
options. All candidate barcode symbologies do according to their standards
support structured append, which is a feature intended for representing larger
amounts of binary data and works by combining multiple symbols. The ab-
straction in the scanner allows the interpreter to read multiple symbols as a
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single unit of data as if it was one symbol. By creating multiple symbols in
Structured append-mode, it is possible to generate Digital Seals with larger
capacities that subsequently may fit the image in its original size. The other
option is to alter the image to reduce its size. The major difference between
the two is that the use of Structured append is more complex with regards
to implementation and requires a larger print area in the travel document,
while the alteration of the image causes loss of information.

The application of the structured append design is straight forward assuming
the use of a compliant barcode symbology implementation. As was asserted
in earlier sections, the TLV data structure that represents a document feature
tolerates a large size value. In principle, encoding the image is no different
than encoding the MRZ. To illustrate the print area usage of a Digital Seal
using symbols in Structured append, and example is presented. Assuming the
use of the largest Aztec configuration (151x151 modules), each symbol can fit
1914 bytes. Encoding a digital image of 20 kB to Aztec symbols in Structured
append-mode requires 11 symbols to represent the data. Adhering to the
requirement of a minimum module sidelength of 0.3386mm, each symbol
would at minimum occupy an area with 151×0.3386 ≈ 51.13mm sidelengths
for an area of 2615mm2. Concerns such as ideal symbol size for scanning,
that would increase the total size are not addressed. The example does not
account for the rest of the Digital Seal’s data structure or other document
features. As should become clear, the print area required for an approach
for representing the original image is considerable. In utilizing this design,
it should be ensured that it does not come at the cost of other document
features, either digital or physical.

The other design choice in embedding the Identification feature is to alter
the image. As asserted, altering the image most often implies a loss of in-
formation. This has further implication with regards to the security of the
document feature. Any alterations to the image mean that the digital repre-
sentation is less accurate concerning the physical document feature, and as
a consequence, the digital seal does still not, in the strict sense, contain a
proof of integrity for the physical picture. On the other hand, the physical
Identification feature does not necessarily represent the original image either,
for instance, some countries (such as Norway) opt for grayscaling the image
when it is printed. Ultimately the inspection process is at the discretion of
an inspection officer and as such the purpose of the digital representation is
to be a measure that reveals tampering with the physical document, and not
an exact correlation with the original quality of the image.
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There are several possible alterations to the image, e.g. compression, crop-
ping and grayscaling or any combination of these, as demonstrated with
examples in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3a shows the original, unaltered image.
Figure 3.3b demonstrates the use of cropping to decrease the resolution of
the image, note that the image is scaled up for presentation purposes. Fig-
ure 3.3c demonstrates the use of grayscaling to reduce color channels. Figure
3.3d demonstrates the use of compression to reduce the size of the image. In
this example, the choice of 20% quality rate is arbitrary but demonstrates
significant loss of information.

(a) Unaltered im-
age, 21.7 kB

(b) Cropped im-
age, 13.0 kB

(c) Grayscale im-
age, 11.4 kB

(d) Compressed
image (20%
quality), 3.0 kB

Figure 3.3: Examples of image alterations used to reduce data size

The different options all have different benefits and disadvantages, however,
all options reduce the quality of the picture in a manner that may be unpre-
dictable in terms of recognition, i.e. to the human eye some images would
look the same while others may look different enough to second guess. This
applies especially to use of compression. If the image is compressed in decre-
menting quality rates until it is below a certain byte size threshold there is no
way to provide guarantees that the image has enough complexity for a person
to reliably be able to distinguish a person from another in the same manner
they would have with the original image. Figure 3.4 demonstrates the sig-
nificant loss of information in between lower quality rates. While any single
alteration might not reach a satisfiable result with regards to the balance size
and quality, combining methods of alteration provides a considerably better
result. By reducing the color complexity of the image using grayscaling, the
reduced complexity allows for better compression, resulting in smaller data
sized while retaining relatively good quality.
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(a) Compressed image
(20% quality), 3.0 kB

(b) Compressed image
(10% quality), 2.0 kB

Figure 3.4: Example demonstrating the decrease in quality with image com-
pression at quality rates of 20% and 10%

3.5.2 Itinerary design

The main feature that makes Single Journey Passports deviate from com-
pliance of Emergency Travel Documents is the additional requirement of a
journey description in SJPs. Norwegian passport authorities have expressed
a wish in including a description of the journey the passport was issued for.
With the intention of the journey description being that if the document
holder appears at an inspection checkpoint not included in the journey de-
scription the passport is not considered valid.

In this context, Norwegian passport authorities want to issue a Single Journey
Passports tied to and only valid for an itinerary known prior to issuance.
There are several issues to address in designing such a document feature.
The issues all tie into the recurring issue of finite and limited data capacity
in Digital Seals. The implication of this is that the itinerary may not be
arbitrarily large and instead has to have a predefined maximum size. The
challenge is in describing an itinerary in a compact yet complete manner
while minimizing room for misinterpretation. Going into these issues, it may
already be asserted that there has to be a maximum amount of entries in the
itinerary and that the size of each item dictates how many entries there is
room for. In principle, the problems of itinerary representation are problems
of how to represent the location where the document holder is subject to
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inspection, and the time at which this is planned to occur.

There is no universal standard that exists to address all locations where the
document holder may cross borders and be subject to inspection. Airports
have standardized codes issued from both IATA (International Air Transport
Association) and ICAO. These codes could be applied when the journey is
known to include air travel. For other targets such as travel hubs, names are
typically used for identifying locations or areas. The problem with location
names is that there may be several variants essentially describing the same
location. Besides, names are arbitrary and may as such be lengthy. Finally,
there is the issue of culture pertaining to localization. ISO 3166-1 alpha-2
standardizes country codes (e.g. Norway as NO) and thus represents each
country in a canonical fashion with a known upper-bound size. However, one
could argue that describing an item in the itinerary with the geographical
broadness of an entire country is not specific enough in the context of the
purpose of Single Journey Passports. ISO 3166-2 standardizes codes for
identifying subdivisions of a country (e.g. Oslo, Norway as NO-03) and
may be a solution that is geographically specific enough to be viable. This
does, however, present an issue for manual inspection where the immigration
officer might not be familiar with the standardized codes and will first have to
identify the code standard (thus introducing room for interpretation errors)
and then look up the code. An inspection system will know the format of the
document profile, and subsequently the format of any document features it
contains, and will be able to decode the codes trivially and present them in
a human-familiar form. Another approach in representing location names is
that may be sufficient is the utilization of truncation of long names, similar
to what is done with personal names in the MRZ.

With regards to the representation of time, the most size-efficient approach
is to represent the itinerary in a sequence of locations, where the order of
each implies the time. An example is provided in Figure 3.5a. Assuming
that during an inspection it is possible to know where the document holder
arrived from, it is possible to validate the travel document based on where
the current location is in the sequenced itinerary and verifying its position in
the sequence as the successor to the previous location. This approach leads
to a loss of information regarding the duration of stay as no information is
provided about duration. Arguably this goes against the intention of Single
Journey Passports where the itinerary was known before issuance. To extend
this information it is possible to add information containing the date of arrival
for every itinerary item. An example of this is provided in Figure 3.5b. The
duration of stay is then inferred as the gap in time between any two items. It
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should then be ensured that the itinerary includes an item for return at the
end to be able to infer the duration of stay for the (previously) last location.
Figure 3.5c provides an example, demonstrating the importance of including
return to infer the duration of stay.

1 DE FRANKFURT
2 SG SINGAPORE
3 NL AMSTERDAM
4 NO OSLO

(a) Sequenced itinerary with
country code and location name

1 2019-08-01 DE FRANKFURT
2 2019-08-04 SG SINGAPORE
3 2019-08-18 NL AMSTERDAM

(b) Itinerary with date of arrival,
country code and location name

1 2019-08-01 DE FRANKFURT
2 2019-08-04 SG SINGAPORE
3 2019-08-18 NL AMSTERDAM
4 2019-08-18 NO OSLO

(c) Itinerary, including return,
with date of arrival, country code
and location name

Figure 3.5: Examples demonstrating various formats of itineraries

In this section, we have identified that the challenges in representing an
itinerary arise due to the data capacity imposed by the Digital Seal. To
identify possible solutions, the itinerary representation is divided into issues
of "time and place". The potential solutions for the representation of time
in itineraries are either to derive time implicitly by order of appearance in
an itinerary or through the addition of an element for date of arrival, so
that the duration of stay may be inferred for each location. For locations,
three potential solutions were identified for different levels of geographical
accuracy. Inclusion of the country using standardized codes, the inclusion
of country and subdivision using standardized codes and inclusion of the
country using standardized codes and a truncated location name.

3.6 External Attributes

While the previous solutions involve embedding the information directly into
the binary structure of a digital document feature, another significantly more
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size-efficient solution is to include an indirect representation of information
in the digital document feature. An approach of indirect representation is
valuable for features that are large in size. In the case of travel documents
and Single Journey Passports, this especially pertains to the Identification
feature. Subsequently the design description uses the Identification feature
as an example. This approach would have the document feature serve as a
reference to an image external to the Digital Seal. A remote reference ap-
proach poses the requirement of any implementation being able to retrieve
the image from the external source, which in turn introduces an array of
complexities and raises security questions such as whether, and if so how,
retrievals should be authorized and imposes requirements of internet connec-
tivity and sufficient bandwidth. To address the security concerns, the ICAO
PKI exists to solve issues of security in authenticating travel documents.
The solution will first be presented conceptually followed by a proposal for
a technical solution.

For an inspection system the process of verifying a Digital Seal has to be
adjusted for Digital Seals that include a reference to an external resource:

1. Scan and capture the MRZ physical document feature.

2. Scan and capture the Digital Seal.

3. Verify that the captured MRZ matches the digital document feature
representation of MRZ.

4. Perform an authorized request to retrieve the external resource.

5. Authenticate the retrieved resource.

6. Authenticate the signature embedded in the Digital seal.

The external portrait picture approach requires the issuing country to host
the "remote", a service that enables inspection systems to retrieve the re-
source from the issuing country. The details of the implementation are sec-
ondary to security concerns. Incidentally, the ICAO PKI exists to solve
issues of security. The remote may authenticate and authorize the request
similarly to authenticating travel documents. The requesting party signs the
request using a private key corresponding to a public-key certificate whose
root is published in the ICAO PKD. The remote may authenticate the re-
quest, perform authorization based on the certificate (e.g. verify that it is
an Inspection System) and respond with the requested resource.
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What is left to determine is how the reference is represented, or rather how
the resource is identified. This is an important element because the signa-
ture of the Digital Seal has to include the resource itself, rather than its
identifier for the portrait picture to be authenticated. This is also important
because the Digital Seal is generated during the personalization of the travel
document, which means that for the resource to be authenticated at inspec-
tion time its identifier should be tied to the contents of the resource. One
potential solution is familiar from the use of asymmetric cryptography. As
the resource is in binary representation, a digest of its contents can be made
with the use of a hashing function. The digest may serve as an identifier
for the resource, linking the identifier to the contents of the resource and
simultaneously making the identifier globally unique. However, this does not
help the inspection system in knowing the location of the resource. There are
multiple ways of solving this. One is to combine the resource digest with a
URL (Uniform Resource Locator). This is the scheme used e.g. for websites.
An URL allows the inspection system very easily look up the resource from
the remote because the exact location of the resource is known. Using URLs
is however not necessarily the best approach because they can be variable
in length, where digests of hashing functions have a constant size regard-
less of input size. As has been asserted, variable-length document features
are desirable to avoid. It could, however, be argued that the location of
the resource is implicitly known because the issuing country is known from
the header of the Digital Seal and the resource identifier is unique. What
is needed is a mapping between each issuing authority participating in the
ICAO PKI and a base URL, to be able to derive a resource URL based on
the resource identifier. Following is an example of a routine for an inspection
system retrieving a remote image, <hash>represents the image digest as a
result of hashing:

1. Scan the Digital Seal

2. Lookup the Country Code "UTO" (read from Digital Seal header) in
the country base-URL map to find https://passport-authority.uto/td/resource/

3. Combine URL with the value of Reference Document Feature <hash>to
derive absolute URL https://passport-authority.uto/td/resource/<hash>

4. Perform authenticated request

5. Verify that the returned resource corresponds to the hash in the Digital
Seal by hashing the contents of the returned resource.
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3.7 Summary

For the purpose of clarity and overview, the design possibilities presented in
this chapter are briefly summarized. In this chapter, the design possibilities
of a Single Journey Passport document profile has, in essence, been divided
into four parts. Considerations regarding the MRZ and features from the
VIZ are contained in the first part. The MRZ is required to be included
in any document profile by the ICAO-VDS standard. In other words, there
are no design choices to make concerning the MRZ. Most of the remaining
components of the VIZ (i.e. that are not already present in the MRZ) are
represented alphanumerically as text. With regards to data usage, storage
of alphanumeric document features is negligible when compared to other,
more complex document features. Thus it was determined that no individ-
ual design was necessary for each of the remaining VIZ document features.
The second part addresses the Identification feature, a mandatory document
feature of the VIZ. The identification feature contains the portrait of the
document holder. For representing the image in a digital document feature,
two embedded design possibilities were identified: embedding the image in
its original state using barcode symbols in Structured append-mode and em-
bedding the image in an altered, size-reduced state. The third part is about
the new document feature for SJPs, namely the itinerary. The itinerary con-
tains information about the document holder’s planned travel route. The
design of the itinerary was split into two components, the representation of
time and and the representation of geographical location. For the design of
time representation, two possibilities were described. The travel plans can
be seen as a chain of events, where logical time is inferred by the location’s
order of appearance in the itinerary. The other design possibility is to ex-
plicitly include the date of arrival for each geographical location, thus also
being able to infer the duration of stay in each country. For representation of
location different design possibilities were proposed expressing different lev-
els of geographical accuracy: country using standardized codes (e.g. NO for
Norway), country and subdivision using standardized codes (e.g NO-03 for
Oslo, Norway) and country (using standardized codes) and explicit location
name (e.g. NO OSLO for Oslo, Norway). Finally, the last part describes the
concept of External Attributes. The design of External Attributes enables
referencing of larger-sized document features by moving the data to an ex-
ternal source, and embedding a resource identifier, a reference, in the Digital
Seal. Further, an example of the utilization of the External Attributes design
for the Identification feature is provided.



Chapter 4

Evaulation

In the previous chapter several potential design solutions were presented.
This chapter is dedicated to evaluating the benefits and drawbacks of the
proposed designs in order to be able provide some material for comparison.
In the evaluation phase it is important to establish that the end goal in the
design of Norwegian-issued travel documents is to avoid inconvenience for
Norwegian citizens when travelling abroad. Specialized travel documents are
an exception, and a consideration should be whether too advanced solutions
may have a counteracting effect with regards to inspection abroad and the is-
suing country’s travel document credibility. With this in mind, there are two
influential and crucial factors to consider. One is tied to inspection. With
specialized travel documents, such as Emergency Travel Documents and Sin-
gle Journey Passports, the assumption is that they are manually inspected, in
contrast to eMRTDs where the verification process may be entirely done au-
tomatically. The other is tied to security. With the introduction of applying
Digital Seals to the travel document during personalization, the security of
the travel document is already significantly improved, even with partial digi-
tal document feature representation when compared to conventional MRTDs.
These considerations are important, as during an automatic inspection, the
document and the underlying infrastructure is what the inspection system
relies upon to make a decision. Whereas during a manual inspection of a
specialized travel document the inspector has multiple means of acquiring
lacking or additional information other than the document. They may ask
the document holder questions, make calls to domestic or foreign passport
authorities or look up records of previous visits. In this context, the overall
credibility of travel documents transcends the importance of the security of
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any single personalized travel documents.

In choosing document feature designs an important acknowledgement is that
the data capacity imposed by any barcode symbology forces compromise in
representation and is by far the most formative aspect in the design of a
document profile. Ultimately the document profile as a whole supercedes
any individual document feature in factors of data quality and information
security.

This evaluation will assume use of the Aztec barcode symbology, as it pro-
vides the most byte data capacity per print area of all the candidate barcode
symbologies.

4.1 Evaluation of Identification feature designs

Three types of design have been identified as potential solutions for the Iden-
tification document feature: inclusion of the original image, inclusion of an
altered and compressed version of the image, and inclusion of a reference
to an externally stored image using the External Attributes design. In this
section, each of the embedded design possibilities will be evaluated.

The choice of the identification document feature, otherwise known as the
portrait picture, has the biggest impact the design of the Digital Seal in
terms of security, the complexity of the underlying infrastructure and print
design. The scope of the problem is however mostly technical. While reading
text optically from print to reproduce the original text is a trivial task, as
proven by large-scale use of OCR in MRTDs, using the same approach for
an image has an extremely low likelihood in reproducing the original im-
age data. This effectively destroys the possibility of utilizing the traditional
methods of verifying integrity and authenticity of digital information, such
as asymmetric cryptography where a hash digest of the image data would
have been sufficient to verify the image. A person is, however, able to in-
tuitively distinguish faces in portrait pictures rather trivially, and does this
more confidently the better the quality of the data material is, setting the
stage for an implementation that utilizes the inspector to perform the verifi-
cation. This leads to the point of the importance of the identification feature.
It can be asserted that during an inspection process the portrait picture is
the most critical component in the travel document. Most of the informa-
tion in the travel document is not intuitively verifiable by the inspector as
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the information requires knowledge to be verified. An adversary presenting
for inspection with a fake travel document can give false information such
as name, date of birth and nationality without the inspector being able to
intuitively know whether it is true or not. The information has to be veri-
fied, which Digital Seals and eMRTDs provide the ability to do. The portrait
picture is, however, a physical characteristic that is easily identified by the
inspector without the necessity of external verification, where most of the
other information does. This is important because the portrait picture is de-
termining factor in whether or not the person presenting the travel document
is the same person the travel document was personalized for and issued to.
Securing the identification feature in the Digital Seal provides guarantees for
the inspector that the printed portrait has not been tampered with, provided
that they are able to recognize that the printed and the digital picture are
the same, thus allowing them to verify that the image also matches with the
physical characteristics of the person presenting the travel document.

4.1.1 Original image & Structured append

With the inclusion of the full image in its original state (i.e. as specified
for eMRTDs), utilization of Structured append-mode in barcode symbols is
required. The clear benefit of this approach is that it provides an image in
color and better resolution than the printed version, giving the document
inspector significant levels of details to verify that the person presenting the
document is the actual document holder. Because the utilization of Struc-
tured append requires multiple symbols, more of the physical document area
is covered in symbols, thus the physical document is more contingent on the
absence "wear and tear" and subsequently corruption of the modules in Dig-
ital Seal symbol. The primary problem with this approach is, however, the
total print size of all the symbols combined. In utilizing this solution, the
Digital Seal achieves a size so large that it is intrusive to physical document
features. This especially pertains to the itinerary, as a Digital Seal composed
of multiple symbols will have to appear on the secondary data page as there
simply is not enough available room of the primary page. This page also in-
cludes a printed representation of the itinerary, implying that the utilization
of the page area will have to be leveraged at the cost of the physical rep-
resentation of the itinerary which is undesirable when considering a manual
inspection. As has been asserted, the outcome of an inspection ultimately is
at the discretion of the inspector, thus impairing and reducing the physical
document feature, in this case, the printed itinerary, to fit a large digital seal
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is undesirable as one is in itself not necessarily preferable to the other in an
inspection context.

4.1.2 Reduced-size image

The second design possibility that was proposed is to reduce the binary size
of the original digital image. This approach revolves around modifying the
image by alterations such as compression, cropping and grayscaling. While
some reduction of binary size is possible without loss of information (i.e.
lossless compression), to reduce the size significantly, accepting the loss of
information is required. The concern to address in evaluating this design
is whether or not there exists a binary size reduced portrait picture that
does not impede the inspector’s ability to verify that the printed and the
digital image is the same. By removing colors, reducing the image to black-
and-white through the process of grayscaling, the digital image is reduced
from three color channels (RGB) to one (Black to white), significantly de-
creasing the data capacity requirements of representing an image. Due to
this reduction of color complexity, compression of black-and-white images
produces better image quality when compared to the compression of colored
images. Incidentally, portrait pictures in Norwegian passports are printed in
grayscale. Figure 4.1 shows four variants of a portrait picture. Figure 4.1a
shows the original, unaltered digital image. Figure 4.1b shows an alteration
of the original image using grayscaling, nearly halving the size of the image.
Figure 4.1c shows an alteration of the original image, with grayscaling and
JPEG compression applied. Figure 4.1d is meant to serve as a reference for
the result of just applying aggressive JPEG compression to achieve a similar
byte size as in Figure 4.1c. In comparing Figures 4.1c and 4.1d, it is clear
that the grayscaled image can retain the physical characteristics of the person
when compared to the original image, despite the loss of color. The size of the
compressed images is about 1.8 kB, which is not just an arbitrary number.
It is just below the binary data capacity of the largest Aztec configuration
at 1914 bytes, leaving some room for overhead tied to data structures (e.g.
Digital Seal and document profile format). Further, from an uncompressed
size at 21.7 kB to a compressed size at 1.8 kB, the compression is quite
aggressive and close to the threshold of what is achievable while retaining
recognizable characteristics. Both of the example images could with their
size each fit in a single symbol Aztec symbol in the maximum configuration,
with the recommended levels of error correction.
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(a) Unaltered colored image, 21.7
kB

(b) Grayscaled image, 11.4 kB

(c) Compressed grayscale image,
1.8 kB

(d) Compressed colored image,
1.8 kB

Figure 4.1: Colored and grayscale images altered for purpose of reducing
binary size

Using grayscale and compression in order to achieve a size-reduced image is a
pragmatic design solution. The design imposes the requirement of maximum
one additional barcode symbol, thus not affecting the printed itinerary. The
quality of the image is sufficient for the inspector to identify whether or not
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the image is identical to the printed image, and most importantly, the image
has verifiable authenticity due to it being embedded into the Digital Seal.

4.1.3 Summary

In summary, the first design possibility of including the original image does
provide a high-quality portrait picture which for an inspector can be reassur-
ing, however, in applying the design it comes at a cost of the printed itinerary.
The reduced-size image provides image quality sufficient enough to identify
that the printed and digital portrait picture matches, the first design may be
discarded. The reduced-size image requires an additional barcode symbol,
but this does not come at the cost of any physical document features having
to be altered. As such it may be considered a more pragmatic solution with
regards to the restrictions of both print area and symbol data capacity.

In the utilization of structured append, there is a technical implementation
challenge pertaining not to the identification feature document feature itself,
but to the design of the overall document profile. When decoding symbols
using Structured append, the decoder merges the data from each symbol in
the order the symbols are sequenced. As the portrait picture is a document
feature, it means that it belongs in the Message Zone of the Digital Seal data
structure. The implication is that because the Signature Zone succeeds the
Message Zone, the signature has to appear in the same symbol (or a succeed-
ing one) as the portrait picture. While this is not necessarily a concern, it
could prove to be problematic for implementations of an inspection system
that does not (yet) have support for scanning symbols in structured append
mode. In that case, the question becomes whether or not it is more valuable
to have a verifiable Digital Seal without a digital portrait picture or an im-
partial Digital Seal that is not verifiable. Naturally, the first is preferable as
the second alternative does not provide any reliable information. To facili-
tate this scenario, a concept used in the design of external portrait pictures
design may be utilized. By allowing the digital document feature to reference
the hash (proof-of-integrity) of the digital image instead of its contents, the
contents may be moved out of the Digital Seal structure into a standalone
barcode symbol. When both symbols are scanned, the digital image may be
verified for integrity and authenticity as its hash is signed as a part of the
Digital Seal.

The byte size constraints with regards to embedding images is one that
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BSI acknowledges in their report, where they suggest a future use case for
temporary passports that include "an error-tolerant facial image verification
method" [3]. A method for error-tolerant image verification is often referred
to as "fuzzy hashing", and similarly to cryptographic hashes it produces a
finite-size digest from the input. Fuzzy hashing is different in that it pro-
duces the same digest for images (or information) despite minor changes.
This is necessary because the reference hash included in the Digital Seal is
generated from the original digital image. The image to be verified has first
been printed to the label, prone to degradation due to "wear and tear" and
then scanned back in to digital representation during inspection. For human
interpretation, both images will likely be very similar, maybe even indistin-
guishable. In binary representation they are however very unlikely to be
similar. This is due to a combination of several factors such as the precision
and accuracy in the equipment, both printer and scanner, light conditions
etc. Fuzzy hashing is however still an experimental area and its applica-
tion may result in unexpected and undesired outcomes, thus generally not
assumed to be reliable.

4.2 Evaluation of Itinerary designs

In the design of digital and physical document features for representation of
the itinerary the overarching problem was identified as limited data capac-
ity, thus calling for designs that attempt to minimize the amount of data
used while attempting to retain the quality of data. The problem was subse-
quently divided into problems of describing time and geographical location.
Two potential designs were suggested for the representation of time, to be
combined with any of the three identified potential designs for the represen-
tation of the geographical location. In this section, considerations regarding
both issuance and inspection will be accounted for to give context for what
can be considered meaningful information in an itinerary. The section will
then continue with an evaluation of time representation designs, followed by
an evaluation of geographical location representation designs and finally an
evaluation of the combined itinerary item.

As has been asserted, the issuance of a Single Journey Passport is an ex-
ception reserved for special circumstances, such as with the example given
where a family would hours before departure realize that a family member’s
passport has expired. An important point in this context is that while the
Norwegian passport authority can accommodate in resolving this issue, they
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are not obligated to and may deny the request of an Emergency Travel Doc-
ument or a Single Journey Passport. In the process of reviewing such a
request, questions about the travel plans of the requester are relevant, re-
gardless of technical restrictions of the travel document. With this in mind,
imposing technical restrictions on the itinerary, e.g. of the number of items
it contains is less problematic.

A recurring point is the fact that good design is one that implicitly clarifies
intent from the perspective of the issuing passport authority to avoid con-
fusion and misinterpretation for the inspecting passport authority. This is
especially relevant when one of the root issues of representing itinerary, as
one of its primary goals is to reduce data usage and does this at an unavoid-
able cost of quality of information. As such, interpretation is an aspect that
is important throughout the evaluation of the itinerary.

4.2.1 Representation of time

The two designs suggested in representing time in an itinerary are implicit
time by ordering geographical locations according to travel plans, and to
explicitly use the date of arrival paired with each geographical location.

The first design possibility brings to life a discussion about the importance of
representation of time in the itinerary. Even with omission of a description
of time, it may still be deduced where the document holder has previously
visited and where they are going to visit in the future. This may be val-
idated as it is possible to verify where the document holder arrived from.
This approach does not represent time in its traditional interpretation with
a date or a timestamp, but rather time as seen as a series of ordered events.
As an example, if an itinerary consists of Sweden, Denmark, and Finland,
when the traveler arrives in Denmark it may be deduced that they arrived
from Sweden and have not yet visited Finland. Naturally, such an aggressive
"optimization" is not ideal in terms of quality of information, but the design
is a measure in addressing the data capacity constraints, reducing the data
usage for every itinerary item. As addressed in the second design possibility,
some additional information with regards to time certainly is of value to an
inspector. Pertaining to an itinerary, the information is, in particular, the
date of arrival and duration of stay. If no absolute time is described, there
is no way to infer the duration of stay, because a sequence of geographical
location does not contain any such information, neither implicitly or explic-
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itly. From a technical standpoint, a date can be represented using 3 bytes,
which is, when compared to other document features, a negligible amount.
Taking this into consideration, the data usage saved should not be deemed
worthy at the cost of quality of information, which leads to the conclusion
that the second design, proposing to include a date of arrival is favorable in
the context of Digital Seals.

4.2.2 Representation of geographical location

For the representation of the geographical location, the proposed designs
come down to a balance of data usage and geographical accuracy. For obvious
reasons, the representation of geographical location should at least have the
accuracy of a country. The first design proposes to use the ISO 3166-1
alpha-2 standard to represent a country through the use of standardized two-
lettered country codes. Arguably most people, and especially inspectors, will
recognize a country based on two-letter country codes. The second design
proposal extends the use of standardized code to include both country and
subdivision, while the third design proposal uses country codes and a location
name.

From a technical perspective, the first design applying the use of ISO 3166-1
alpha-2 implies the use of 2 bytes per country code as each code is a string
of two letters. The second design applies the use of codes standardized by
ISO 3166-2 to represent country and subdivision (e.g. provinces, counties,
etc.). In representing the country code ISO 3166-2 uses, as the first design
does as well, ISO 3166-1 alpha-2, which requires 2 bytes. The second part
of the code is an alphanumeric string of up to 3 letters, which requires 3
bytes of storage. While it is an added 3 bytes to the first design, there is a
significant amount of added information concerning the accuracy of describ-
ing geographical locations. The third design suggests using country codes (2
bytes) and the name of the geographical location. In the design, it is pointed
out that the truncation of names is required to be able to define a document
feature and in turn a document profile, with a known upper boundary size,
which is crucial for the system to be able to prove that any issued travel
document is valid. The main problem with truncation is that the quality
of the result can be arbitrary. As an example, should two locations in the
same country share a prefix, the result of the truncation could be ambigu-
ous, leaving room for misinterpretation. The likelihood of such an outcome
is contingent on the length of the truncation, thus it may be asserted that
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longer names are desired, consequently increasing the upper boundary size
of the document feature.

In taking on the perspective of the purpose of representing geographical lo-
cation, one question to consider is the relevancy of accurate geographical
location descriptions beyond the scope of a country. Taking into the context
that during a manual inspection, the inspector may make inquiries about the
details of the document holder’s travel plans. On the contrary, a counter-
argument is that one of the conditions for the issuance of a Single Journey
Passport is that the travel itinerary is known ahead of issuance. As such,
arguably, deviations from the planned itinerary is a violation of the condi-
tion of the issuance of the travel document, subsequently, it should not be
considered valid if the document holder appears for inspection outside the
description of the itinerary. This may, however, lead to undesired conse-
quences under trifling circumstances, such as if an airplane is diverted to
another airport or if the road crossing the border between two countries is
closed - circumstances out of the control of the document holder. Of course,
such claims can normally be verified by an inspector, but it leaves the in-
terpretation in the hands of the inspecting passport authority instead of the
issuing passport authority.

In conclusion, it may seem as if describing the geographical location with
accuracy beyond a country may lead to unintended confusion and misinter-
pretation of the intent of the issuing passport authority, by the inspecting
passport authority. Unless additional concerns are voiced, using standard-
ized country codes for describing the geographical location is sufficient and
a technical effective measure concerning data usage.

While the other document features addressed have an existing physical doc-
ument feature, the itinerary does not, thus it is an aspect to consider and
evaluate. To address it would require to revisit the subject of print area on the
secondary data page. It was asserted that it is not expedient to use a design
that results in a Digital Symbol of a large print area as it comes at a cost of
physical document features. This especially pertains to the printed itinerary.
While all the designs for the description of geographical location suggested
using standardized country codes, in the context of manual inspection, the
printed itinerary should make room for full country names (instead of country
codes) to avoid misinterpretation during a manual inspection. While it does
mean that the digital and physical representations are not equal, an inspec-
tion system trivially evaluates country codes to country names, effectively
eliminating this concern of data integrity.
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4.2.3 Summary

In summary, each item in the itinerary should preferably explicitly include
the date of arrival. Due to the small-packed binary size of date representation
at 3 bytes, data usage should not be considered problematic. By inclusion of
date of arrival, the duration of stay may be inferred, which may be considered
valuable information for receiving countries. The designs on geographical lo-
cation representation in an itinerary item are specifying different levels of
geographical accuracy. The three levels of accuracy are country, country and
subdivision, and country and location name. There are two primary con-
cerns identified during the evaluation of the designs. One is the problem of
representing all possible locations, i.e. locations where a document holder
is prone to inspection, in a size-effective manner. The other concern is with
interpretation of information. A high level of geographical accuracy may
cause unintended results during an inspection, e.g. when location of arrival
deviates from the itinerary due to circumstances out of control of the docu-
ment holder. Thus the intent of the issuing passport authority may not be
clear for the inspecting passport authority. The evaluation concluded that
by restricting the geographical accuracy to the broadness of a country, room
for misinterpretation is largely eliminated.

4.3 Evaluation of External Attributes

The last design possibility identified was to embed a reference to an externally
hosted resource, rather than embedding the data of the resource directly. The
primary benefit of the design is that it saves a significant amount of space in
the Digital Seal compared to the two previous designs. The primary use-case
for this design is for the Identification feature. For an image that is identified
and referenced by its hash (thus providing proof-of-integrity), the reference
would with the use of e.g. the SHA-256 hashing function only occupy 32
bytes. The original image at ca. 21.7 kB and the size-reduced image at
ca. 1.8 kB is in comparison to 32 bytes a very significant difference. Con-
sequently, the entire Digital Seal would be able to fit in a single barcode
symbol. There are however some major disadvantages to this design. Con-
ventionally travel documents have always contained the information required
to be verified in the document itself. A remote image solution is contingent
on internet connectivity to be able to retrieve the external image to view the
image and verify its integrity. This could easily prove to be problematic in
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circumstances that deviate from normal inspection operations, such as sys-
tem failures. The other disadvantage is that it imposes the requirement of
additional infrastructure, both to the software in inspection systems and the
creation of a service to be hosted by all compliant countries in order provide
inspection systems with the requested images. The most severe aspect of
this design is however with regards to security, as the design requires the
introduction of a new communication channel. While the design suggests
using the existing PKI to aid in authentication and authorization, a thor-
ough description and vetting of such a system is called for. Furthermore, as
the design is more complex due to added infrastructure, adaptation is more
expensive. The design is, however, a good example of possibilities enabled
by using retrieval of remote resources and local verification. The design de-
scribes remote retrieval of portrait pictures, but can easily be extended to
other resources, or the full digital representation of the travel document, fur-
ther decreasing the amount of data capacity needed in the Digital Seal and
possibly allowing for customized responses from the issuing passport author-
ity based on authorization policies and privileges of the inspecting/verifying
passport authority.

Introducing the concept of remote images is promising, especially as it may
be extended to more resources than just the image. It does, however, have
more serious considerations due to its complexity that need to be addressed.
In comparison with the design of a size-reduced image, when considering
security and infrastructure, the design of a size-reduced image is a much
more pragmatic approach to the problem of representing the identification
feature.

4.4 Informative Document Profile Example

This section presents a simplified, informative example of defining a Docu-
ment Profile for Single Journey Passports. The example demonstrates the
process of calculating the total size of the Document Profile. This is a prereq-
uisite of determining a fitting barcode symbol configurations. The example
applies the designs of reduced-size portrait picture and itinerary including
date of arrival and country codes in the document features.
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4.4.1 Definitions

MRZ. Figure 4.2 describes the digital document feature for the MRZ in
the TD3-format for MRPs.

MRZ (TD3-Type)
Tag: 0x1
Min. Length: 44 bytes
Max. Length: 44 bytes
Value Type: Alphanumeric
Required: 3

Figure 4.2: Document Profile Feature for MRZ

Itinerary. The itinerary contains a list of pairs of date and country code.
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 describe the enveloped document features for date of ar-
rival (date packed as 3 bytes, as described in [2]) and country code formatted
according to ISO 3166-1 alpha-2. Figure 4.5 describes the itinerary storage
envelope, encoding the list of itinerary items in binary format.

Date of arrival
Min. Length: 3 bytes
Max. Length: 3 bytes
Value Type: Date
Required: 3

Figure 4.3: Data structure definition for Itinerary item Date of arrival

Country code (ISO 3166-1 alpha-2)
Min. Length: 2 bytes
Max. Length: 2 bytes
Value Type: Alphanumeric
Required: 3

Figure 4.4: Data structure definition for Itinerary item Country code

Identification feature . Figure 4.6 describes the digital document feature
for the Identification feature.
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Itinerary
Tag: 0x2
Min. Length: 10 bytes
Max. Length: 50 bytes
Value Type: Binary
Required: 3

Figure 4.5: Document Profile Feature for Itinerary

Embedded Portrait Picture
Tag: 0x3
Min. Length: 0 bytes
Max. Length: 1800 bytes
Value Type: Binary
Required: 3

Figure 4.6: Document Profile Feature for Identification feature

4.4.2 Determining barcode symbol configurations

For this example, Aztec Codes are chosen as the barcode symbology as it
provides the most data capacity per print area of all candidate barcode sym-
bologies. It will be utilized in structured append mode, with one barcode
symbol on the primary data page and one on the secondary data page. In
this section, the total size of the document profile will be calculated to find
a fitting configuration for each symbol. For this example, the limit of the
itinerary is set to 10 items. Note that from version 4 of the Digital Seal stan-
dard, the header is variable length, as the Certificate reference is variable.
This variable-length is denoted as v. ECDSA256 is used as the digital signa-
ture algorithm. Following is a distribution of the byte size for the different
parts of the data structure of the Digital Seal:

• Header: 12 + v bytes

• Message Zone (TLV encoding + max length):

– MRZ: 2 + 44 bytes
– Itinerary: 2 + 50 bytes
– Identification feature: 3 + 1800 bytes

• Signature: 2 + 68 bytes
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The size amounts to a total of 1979 + v bytes. The data is to be split into
two barcode symbols. One at the primary data page holding the header
and parts of the message zone, at a total of 110 + v bytes, and one at the
secondary data page, holding the rest of the message zone and the signature,
at a total of 1873 bytes. To find a fitting symbol, the byte capacity required
is rounded up to the closest barcode symbol configuration. For the primary
data page of 110+v, this is the 41x41 Aztec configuration, with a capacity of
113 bytes. As this only allows a maximum of 3 bytes for v, the next Aztec
configuration of 45x45 modules will be used instead, for a byte capacity of
145 bytes, allowing v to be up to 35 bytes. For reference, in version 3 of the
Digital Seals standard, the Signer and Certificate reference combined were
limited to 6 bytes, and as such 35 bytes is likely more than sufficient for a
Certificate reference. For the symbol on the secondary data page at 1873
bytes, the closest symbol configuration is the largest Aztec has to offer at
151x151 module configuration, with a data capacity of 1914 bytes.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

At a high level, the goal of is thesis is to determine whether the use-case of
Single Journey Passports is a suitable supplement as short-term travel doc-
uments to amend security issues tied to the issuance of Emergency Travel
Documents at a large scale. This is achieved by channeling eligible docu-
ment holders to a new travel document, thus preserving Emergency Travel
Documents for its intended use. Conceptually, travel documents exist in a
well-established ecosystem with ICAO as an administrative and governing
body, bilateral cooperation, a series of standards and years of practice. As
means of reaching the goal, the use-case for Single Journey Passports as a
new type of travel document was established with the assumption that the
application of ICAO’s standard on Visible Digital Seals could be a candidate
to resolve issues tied to security.

To identify the challenges tied to designing a new travel document, the back-
ground on existing solutions was introduced. Travel documents issued today
in compliance with the eMRTD standard do not face the traditional security
problems, primarily tied to forgeries. The ICAO PKI is the backbone of
eMRTDs, providing a high level of digital security through the use of asym-
metric cryptography along with methods of easily issuing and verifying travel
documents. The level of security achieved with eMRTDs is desirable in any
new type of travel document despite their lacking electronic capabilities. As
MRTDs rely on physical security features, no security is currently added dur-
ing personalization, which makes fraud relatively easy. With the release of
the report ICAO-VDS [2], came the ability for non-electronic documents to
achieve a similar level of security as eMRTDs. Through the extension of the
existing PKI, methods similar to the issuance and verification of eMRTDS are

67
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available for digitally sealed travel documents. Due to their non-electronic
nature, Digital Seals have a more limited leeway than eMRTDs when stored
within the travel document. Digital Seals are dependant on barcode sym-
bologies that have severe restrictions tied to data capacity. The issue in
designing travel documents intended for compliance with Digital Seal is that
its security is contingent on information being digitally represented in the
seal.

In the phase of identifying design possibilities, it was found that most of the
critical information pertaining to the document holder was present in the
MRZ. The remaining document features of the VIZ could, for the most part,
be trivially represented as their size in alphanumeric representation did not
pose any serious challenges, and it was subsequently decided that individual
designs for these features were not required. The Identification feature from
the VIZ was deemed a critical component during the inspection phase. Docu-
ment profiles for ETDs and VISAs as defined by ICAO-VDS omit both inclu-
sion and discussion of the Identification feature, thus providing no normative
reference for further document profiles. For representing the Identification
feature, it was found that the image could be represented in its original state
using the Structured append mode offered by the different barcode symbolo-
gies. This design did, however, prove a challenge with regards to print area,
potentially transgressing on the boundaries of the physical document feature
for the itinerary. To address concerns regarding both data and print size, a
design involving the reduction of information was defined. The evaluation of
the design found that a combination of applying grayscaling and compression
to the image would retain satisfying quality with regards to inspection sce-
narios while fitting an image within the data range of the capacity of a single
symbol. Additionally, a separate design was suggested to embed a reference
to an externally hosted image, as such a solution would reduce data usage
dramatically compared to the previous design possibilities, allowing for the
entire Digital Seal to fit within a single barcode symbol. In addition to the
document features of MRZ and VIZ, the use-case for Single Journey Pass-
ports also describes a feature for an itinerary. The itinerary is central to the
validity of the travel document and was subsequently deemed an important
document feature for security. In its evaluation of its design possibilities, it
was found that each item should contain the date of arrival, as both dates
of arrival and the inferred duration of stay was valuable information dur-
ing inspection. Possibilities regarding geographical accuracy were explored,
however, it was deemed that beyond country name, more accurate location
descriptions could result in confusion and unintended outcomes during an
inspection.
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The answers to the research questions posed in Section 1.2 are summarized
below:

RQ1. What are the design options for Single Journey Passports
based on biometrics and cryptographic security controls?

There are two design options for Single Journey Passports with bio-
metrics and cryptographic controls: embedded and external document
features. Embedded document features are contained within the data
structure of the Digital Seal, while external document features are re-
trieved from an external source, identified by an embedded reference.
The design option for external document features solves issues related
to data capacity in barcode symbols.

RQ2. What are recommended design features for the design options
identified under RQ1?

For Single Journey Passports, design possibilities for document features
for the identification feature and the itinerary were suggested.

For the identification feature, two embedded options and one remote
option were provided. The embedded options are to either include the
original image, achieved by utilizing barcode symbols in Structured
append-mode, or include an altered, size-reduced image. The remote
option consists of, as described above, retrieving the image from an
external source.

The suggested design features for the itinerary are embedded document
features, describing different levels of accuracy for both representation
of time and geographical locations.

In conclusion, through the background material and the design and evalua-
tion process provided by this thesis, it may be asserted that the application
of Digital Seals in a new type of short-term travel documents decidedly pro-
vides better levels of security than with Emergency Travel Documents. The
primary factor in achieving security improvements is due to the addition of
personalized security, a measure which MRTDs lack. Beyond the addition of
a Digital Seal, further added security is contingent on the verifiable integrity
and authenticity of the information in the travel document, as provided by
the inclusion of digital document features in the Digital Seal. The relation
between physical and digital document features is critical in the verification
process as the security of physical document features are only verifiable when
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matched with their digital counterpart. The verification of the travel doc-
ument should therefore either through use of inspection systems or manual
inspection reveal that the same information is present in both the printed and
digital format. For Single Journey Passports, considerations with regards to
all document features have been addressed. Furthermore, design possibilities
for the Identification feature and the Itinerary, the two document features
deemed most complex, and critically important for security, have been identi-
fied. With the definition of a document profile for Single Journey Passports,
a higher level of security can be achieved compared to Emergency Travel
Documents; thus it can be concluded that the application of Digital Seals
for Single Journey Passports is a suitable solution in addressing the security
issues of the issuance of Emergency Travel Documents.
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